
Why GHS with global harmonization is key

Professionals and workers in 80 countries have a
common basis for information on chemical
hazards: the UN Globally Harmonized System of
Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS).
It allows:

− a higher level of protection for humans and the
environment in all countries;

− transparency through unambiguous and easy
communication in global supply chains and
markets;

− thereby safer transport, storage and handling of
chemicals.

Consequences of diverging from GHS

− less confidence in GHS and less trust in

safety of chemicals and plant protection

products;

− other countries might deviate from GHS as well;

− missed opportunity to improve chemical safety
in international value chains if more countries
decide on single-handed approach.

Global unity is at stake

− With the Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability,
the EU plans to reform the CLP unilaterally
without alignment on UN level.

− Instruments like REACH Article 57 are already
available to identify and characterize these
proposed hazards and properties without
adaption of CLP.

Our proposal: Global health and safety first

1. Any new hazard class should be
introduced at UN GHS level first following
established rules and procedures.

2. The EU’s proposal can serve as basis for
discussion at UN GHS level.

3. Get it right from the beginning: introduce
new hazard classes in the EU based on
agreed GHS building blocks.

The Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability (CSS) 
comes with more than 50 regulatory measures over
the next three years, including a revision of CLP, 
Europe’s version of GHS. 
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Chemical Safety - 
think and act global!
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Preventing harm through harmonization: The UN Globally Harmonized System of Classification and
Labelling of Chemicals (GHS) is an international success. Global value chains benefit from harmonized
chemicals legislations and standardized labels – for the safety of workers and professionals around the
world!
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